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Abstract
The characterization of nuisance parameters in digital silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) is
important to their understanding and future development. Methods able to distinguish the types
of events are necessary to obtain fair and legitimate measurements. In this work, the zero photon
probability (ZPP) method and the time delay (TD) method are used to measure the dark noise of
digital SiPMs free from the contribution of correlated noise such as afterpulsing and crosstalk. It
highlights the unique features of digital SiPMs such as the holdoff delay, the digital output
signal, and the embedded processing (e.g. the selection of the interval sampling width). The two
methods correctly separate the correlated and uncorrelated events in digital SiPMs and therefore
the determination of a true photon detection efficiency (PDE) is possible. The ZPP method is
also implemented inside a digital SiPM using embedded digital signal processing.

Keywords: silicon photomultiplier (SiPM), single photon avalanche diode (SPAD),
characterization, dark noise, afterpulsing, time delay method, zero photon probability method

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) are solid-state devices cap-
able of single photon detection. They consist in a parallel
array of hundreds of single photon avalanche diodes (SPADs)
operated above breakdown voltage, each connected to its own
quenching resistor. SiPMs are good alternatives to photomul-
tiplier tubes for low-light applications such as positron emis-
sion tomography [1], high energy physics detectors [2], range-
finding systems [3] and quantum optics [4]. They are made
in either low-cost complementary metal-oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) technologies or in dedicated foundries, are far more
compact, operate at lower bias voltages and are insensitive to
magnetic fields [5].

In recent years, the growing interest in SiPMs has
prompted a lot of companies to manufacture them. Sev-
eral characterization methods have been developed across
the community without having an established measurement

standard. The comparison from one SiPM to another therefore
becomes non-trivial. This is especially true for digital SiPMs
with embedded data processing and integrated functionalit-
ies where usual SiPM characterization methods do not always
apply.

The measurement of the SiPM photon detection efficiency
(PDE) illustrates this lack of standards. Several methods exist
to measure the PDE: the photocurrent method [6], the zero
photon probability (ZPP) method [7] and the time delay
(TD) method [8]. They all determine the absolute PDE with
good agreement, reliability and repeatability [9]. In each case,
photogenerated events must be distinguished from correlated
noise sources, such as afterpulsing and crosstalk, to extract a
true PDE value. Although no real consensus has been reached
as to which method should be favored, these methods apply
mainly to analog SiPMs.

In contrast, digital SiPMs differ from conventional analog
SiPMs in terms of output signal. The nature of digital circuitry
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and the access to on-chip processing allow numerous archi-
tectures to be implemented and thus enable numerous ways
to process and transfer the information to the user. A purely
digital output can limit access to fundamental characteristics
to fully understand the SiPM’s behavior. Hence, special atten-
tion must be taken during the design of digital SiPMs in anti-
cipation of the characterization needs.

In this paper, we elaborate on the relevance of the afore-
mentioned methods to extract the uncorrelated event rate in
digital SiPMs, namely the dark count rate or the photon count
rate. In particular, we present an analysis of the Poisson pro-
cess statistics applied to the digital SiPM’s specific parameters
such as the holdoff delay, the digital processing dead time, and
the interval sampling width. The methods are first applied to a
single SPAD inside a digital SiPM with an analog-like output.
A similar method is then implemented inside a digital SiPM
to measure count rates free from correlated noise, thereby
demonstrating the benefits of the digital on-chip approach for
SiPM characterization.

2. Features of digital SiPMs

SiPMs can be grouped into two families: analog or digital.
They are nevertheless based on the same photosensitive
component, the SPAD. Their difference lies in the way
the avalanche-generated current is processed. In both cases,
SPADs share a common supply voltage and are biased above
breakdown voltage. Operating a SPAD in its non-linear regime
takes advantage of the impact ionization property of silicon
to initiate carrier avalanches, thus creating a very fast and
large current pulse. After triggering, the SPAD is quenched
and returned to its initial ready state.

In analog SiPMs, each SPAD is coupled to a passive
quenching resistor. As illustrated in figure 1(a), the SPAD-
resistor pairs are connected in parallel to a common reading
node where the signals are collected before being amplified,
shaped and digitized by external front-end electronics.

The analog SiPM architecture allows for an easy measure-
ment of the breakdown voltage through current–voltage (I–V)
characteristics. The signal amplitude can also be analyzed to
determine the SiPM’s gain and individual cell capacitance
needed to achieve single photon resolution [10]. Further ana-
lysis of the signal shape provides useful insights into the beha-
vior of SiPMs at cryogenic temperatures [11], the presence of
defects in the crystal lattice and the hardness to radiation dam-
age [12, 13]. In this way, the analysis of I–V curves and pulse
shapes provides the basic characterization methods of analog
SiPMs as standalone components.

State-of-the-art analog SiPMs such as those outlined in [10]
achieve a PDE above 50% in the visible spectrum, have dark
noise rates lower than 50 kHz mm−2, and achieve a single
photon timing resolution (SPTR) of 70 ps FWHM [14].

In digital SiPMs, each SPAD is individually coupled to an
internal CMOS quenching circuit (QC). This circuit detects
the early formation of an avalanche, quenches the avalanche
and, in due time, starts the recharge cycle (figure 1(b)). The
digital SiPM can either quench the avalanche passively with

Figure 1. Representation of (a) an analog SiPM and (b) a digital
SiPM. The dashed line corners mark out the components that form
the integrated circuit.

a transistor maintained in a high resistance state or actively
by forcing the high-voltage bias below breakdown [15]. The
time a SPAD is held below breakdown is defined as the holdoff
delay (th).

CMOS QCs help in achieving optimal timing characterist-
ics andminimal detection dead time. In advanced digital SiPM
architectures, QC outputs can be read individually, summed or
further processed with time-to-digital converters (TDCs) and
event counters [16–19]. Depending on the application require-
ments, other utility circuits can be implemented to enhance the
SiPM performances and characterization possibilities [20].

The following sections present two digital SiPM architec-
tures developed by our group with which a count rate free from
correlated events can be extracted.

2.1. The analog monitor architecture

The analogmonitor architecture provides an output signal sim-
ilar to that of an analog SiPM. When a QC senses a SPAD
avalanche, a current source generates a pulse of configurable
amplitude and duration.

As shown in figure 2, all the SPAD readout circuits are con-
nected to a common reading node performing the analog sum
of the currents. The controller can enable or disable any SPADs
of the array in order to study a SPAD individual character-
istics. The output capacitance of the analog monitor architec-
ture matches that of the sum of the CMOS transistor drains
which is much lower than the SPADs’ own capacitance. The
benefits of this architecture include a low output capacitance
(5.6 pF mm−2), a high dynamic range (20 dB) and a high amp-
litude uniformity across all SPADs (peak-to-valley ratio > 100)
[21].

2.2. Digital SiPM architecture with embedded digital signal
processing

In the design of digital SiPMs, more complex architectures
exist where QCs are connected to individual TDCs or event
counters (figure 3). It allows for advanced digital signal pro-
cessing of SPAD events inside the application-specific integ-
rated circuit (ASIC) and for digital transmission of data.
Digital communication is less prone to data losses and sig-
nal degradation compared to an analog signal transmission.
Furthermore, the early digitization of the signal achieves high
timing optimization such as sub-10 ps FWHM SPTR at the
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Figure 2. (a) Top-level block diagram of the analog monitor
architecture. (b) Output signal showing the analog sum of four
different SPADs triggering successively. The signal falling edges
correspond to QC triggers. © 2020 IEEE. Reprinted, with
permission, from [21].

SPAD level [22] and less than 20 ps RMS array timing jitter
[23].

3. PDE measurement

The PDE describes the ability of a SiPM to produce a readable
electric signal from an incident light beam. It is a measurement
of the sensitivity to photons of a given wavelength while the
SiPM is biased at a specific voltage (Vov) over its breakdown
voltage (VBD). Contributions to the PDE are [24, 25]

PDE∼ QE(λ,θ)×PBD(E)×FF, (1)

where QE is the global quantum efficiency and depends on
the wavelength (λ) and the angle of incidence (θ) of the light
beam. PBD is the breakdown initiation probability. It is related
to the electric field across the avalanche region (E), and thus
Vov. FF is the fill factor, the ratio of photosensitive area to the
total device area.

Experimentally, the PDE is defined as the ratio between
the number of detected photons (Nph) and the number of
photons impinging on the detector (Nref). The discrepancy
between the two quantities can be attributed to photon losses
in non-photosensitive areas (FF), photon absorption outside
the depletion region (QE), or photons that did not initiate a

Figure 3. The architecture scheme of a digital SiPM developed for
medical imaging. Individual SPADs are intended to be integrated in
3D and connected to the bond pad. Reprinted from [23], with
permission from Elsevier.

sustainable avalanche (PBD). Due to the SiPM’s intrinsic dark
noise (Ndn), the PDE has to be corrected as follows:

PDE=
Nph+dn −Ndn

Nref
. (2)

In addition to dark noise and detected photons, called herein
uncorrelated events, SPAD-based detectors generate other
minority carriers that also produce readable signals. They are
called correlated events and are commonly referred to after-
pulses and optical crosstalk [26]. In other words, one photon
may result in more than one measured event during the char-
acterization of the PDE. Using only the total number of events
produced will inevitably result in its overestimation. The chal-
lenge lies in the separation of correlated and uncorrelated
events.

Methods described in the literature [6–9, 27–29] are based
on the assumption that the generation of thermal carriers
and incident photons are Poisson point processes; provid-
ing the opportunity to be distinguished from afterpulsing and
optical crosstalk events that are always correlated to a primary
event.

A description of the TD method (section 3.1) and the ZPP
method (section 3.2) is given below. Specific parameters for
the characterization of the digital SiPM are also introduced.
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Figure 4. (a) Log-linear and (b) log–log representations of the same
time delay distribution acquired with the analog monitor
architecture. The log–log representation gives more emphasis to
shorter time delays and allows one to visualize the structure of the
correlated events time distribution.

3.1. The TD method

The TD method relies on the statistics of delays between con-
secutive events that are not correlated. The absence of memory
between two events is described by the Poisson process theory
and results in an exponential distribution. Even in the presence
of a dead time (th), the memoryless property is preserved and
the probability density function (PDF) takes the form

P(t) = λe−λ(t−th) (3)

whereλ is the average rate of uncorrelated events. The variable
th normalizes the PDF to unity considering that no events can
be measured during the holdoff delay.

Figure 4 introduces two representations of the same time
delay distribution acquired with a single SPAD. The correlated
events depicted are therefore only afterpulsing and not optical
crosstalk.

In the log-linear representation (figure 4(a)), the exponen-
tial behavior of time delays gives a linearly decreasing distri-
bution with its slope being λ. At short time delays, counts that
do not follow the exponential distribution are associated with
correlated events.

The extraction of the uncorrelated event rate is done by
applying two fit limits to the regression analysis where counts
depart from the expected exponential behavior. The limit at
large time delays rejects bins with too few counts (e.g. <10
counts). The lower limit is more difficult to define. At the
moment, it is set qualitatively well within the linear region
in order to exclude any afterpulsing events. Future works will
implement a robust fitting method.

Another way of representing the exponential distribution is
by sorting time delays in logarithmically spaced bins (figure
4(b)). In this representation, the exponential distribution has a
maximum at 1/λ and the fit function takes the form

f(t) = Nλ · ln(10)t · δxλe−λ(t−th) (4)

where the x-axis has been logarithmically transformed through
a change of variable x= log10(t) [30, 31].
Nλ is the area under the fit curve and corresponds to the

total number of uncorrelated events:

Nλ = NΣ · (1− fAP) (5)

where fAP is the fraction of afterpulsing to the total number
of events NΣ. δx defines the granularity of the log x-axis. In
figure 4(b), th is visible as a truncation of the exponential dis-
tribution.

The PDE can be measured with the TD method by acquir-
ing two sets of time delay distributions. In dark conditions, to
extract the uncorrelated dark noise rate λdn, and in light condi-
tions to extract the photon rate λph+dn at any given wavelength.
The PDE is calculated from equation (2) with the reference
photon rate λref measured separately.

3.2. The ZPP method

Similar to the TD method, the goal of the ZPP method is
to provide a proper estimation of λ isolated from correlated
events. It uses the statistics of events occurring during fixed
time intervals instead of time delays. That is, in a given time
interval of width ∆t, the average number of uncorrelated
events µ occurring at a rate λ is

µ= λ∆t. (6)

The probability of observing an interval containing k events
is given by the Poisson probability mass function (PMF):

P(k) =
µk e−µ

k!
. (7)

The probability of measuring 0 events during a given inter-
val is independent of correlated events because no events are
measured. From equation (7), the probability becomes

P(0) = e−µ. (8)
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The case k= 0 relates experimentally to the number of inter-
vals without events (N0) and the total number of intervals
(Ntotal) as

N0 = Ntotal · P(0). (9)

Assuming that dark noise (µdn) and incident photons (µph) are
Poisson point processes, the average photon detected per inter-
val can be written as

µph = µph+dn −µdn (10)

=− ln

(
Nph+dn

0

Nph+dn
total

)
+ ln

(
Ndn

0

Ndn
total

)
(11)

where the contribution of dark noise to detected photons is
removed.

To calculate the PDE, the incident photon flux µref is to be
measured from an independent calibrated reference photode-
tector. From a statistical point of view, each photon under-
goes a Bernoulli trial in the SiPM, that is, the probability
of detecting a photon is either 0 or 1. Considering that the
incident photons follow a Poisson process, its mixture with a
Bernoulli trial simplifies to a Poisson distribution of argument
µref ×PDE and therefore

PDE=
µph

µref
. (12)

4. Setup and experimental procedures

The analog monitor architecture and the digital SiPM with
embedded digital signal processing are characterized using the
same test bench. They are mounted and wirebonded on dedic-
ated daughterboards [21, 23]. They are both connected to their
respective motherboards which provide the necessary supply
voltages. All SPADs from a single SiPM share a common oper-
ating voltage and can be enabled or disabled on demand.

4.1. Offline procedures for the digital SiPM with analog
monitor architecture

This section presents an offline implementation of the TD
method (section 3.1) and the ZPP method (section 3.2)
acquired with a single SPAD using the analog monitor archi-
tecture (section 2.1).

Events from the SPAD are acquired with a frequency
counter (Keysight 53 230A [32]). It reads the output of the
analog monitor and measures time delays between consecut-
ive events. The frequency counter triggers on rising edges. Its
threshold level is set to half of the pulse amplitude (500 mV)
where the slope of the signal trace is the steepest and free from
electrical noise. It ensures an accurate triggering time from one
pulse to another. The width of each pulse (corresponding to th)
is kept constant for each pulse of the same experiment.

The time delays read by the frequency counter can be read-
ily sorted in histograms and analyzed with the TD method
(section 3.1).

Figure 5. (a) Timestamps waveform containing time of arrival of
events generated by the SPAD. Intervals of fixed width sample the
waveform. For a single SPAD, no events can occur during the
holdoff delay (th). (b) The N(k) histogram is constructed from the
number of events contained in each interval.

Alternatively, the offline ZPP method identifies the time of
arrival of each event. The resulting data file is a sequence of
timestamps where each timestamp corresponds to the rising
edge of a pulse. The timestamp waveform is then divided in
Ntotal uniform and sequential time intervals as in figure 5(a).
The number of intervals containing k events forms the N(k)
histogram of figure 5(b).

The average number of events per interval (µ) is calculated
from the number of intervals containing 0 events (N0) and the
total number of intervals acquired (Ntotal). The uncorrelated
event rate (λ) is computed with equation (6) where ∆t is the
chosen interval width. The contribution of afterpulses (fAP) for
a single SPAD is calculated from λ and the acquisition’s total
count rate (NΣ/TΣ) as:

fAP = 1−λ
TΣ
NΣ

(13)

where TΣ is the acquisition’s total duration.
In the literature [7, 9, 10, 27, 29], the ZPP method is gen-

erally used in pulsed mode. Photon events are counted from
intervals of fixed width following a LED flash with limited
repetition rate. Dark noise ismeasured in a similar fashionwith
intervals positioned before the expected LED flash. However,
the selection criteria and the effect of the interval width on the
extracted uncorrelated event rate are not thoroughly studied
nor explained.

In this manuscript, the photon rate is measured with a con-
tinuous light source. Unlike the pulsed mode, the intervals are
contiguous. The dark noise rate is measured from a second
acquisition where the light source is turned off.

For the ZPP method to be valid, in pulsed mode or continu-
ous mode, the light source must be Poissonian and its intensity
must be low enough to avoid SiPM saturation. As shown in
[27] for the pulsed mode and in the present manuscript for the
continuous mode, the interval width also needs to be chosen
correctly.

The offline procedure presented above allows to study the
effect of the interval width on the extraction of the uncorrel-
ated event rate. The selection of the interval width is present-
ed in section 5.2 using the analog monitor architecture, and
in section 6 using the digital SiPM with embedded signal
processing.
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4.2. Implementation of the ZPP method into the digital SiPM
with embedded signal processing

In order to take full benefit of the digital processing capabil-
ities of digital SiPMs (section 2.2), the ZPP method is imple-
mented on-chip using a time-driven event counter.

Similar to the procedure described in section 4.1, an internal
counter measures the number of events k for each interval
and each SPAD. The ratio between the 0-event bin (N0) and
the total number of intervals recorded (Ntotal) gives the uncor-
related event rate of each individual SPAD. The uncorrelated
event rate of the whole SiPM is measured either by summing
all events of intervals recorded at the same time or by summing
the uncorrelated event rate of all SPADs.

In this specific architecture, data transmission is done
by serial communication and adds a 1 µs dead time after
each interval. The time during which the counter records
events is set by the sampling interval width and ranges from
4 ns to 4 µs. The holdoff delay is the same for all SPADs and
can be configured from 5 ns to 100 ns.

5. Digital SiPM with analog monitor architecture
and offline procedures

In section 5, the uncorrelated event rate of the digital SiPM
with the analog monitor architecture is estimated with the TD
method (section 5.1) and the ZPP method (section 5.2). The
effect of temperature and the holdoff delay are analyzed using
a single square shaped SPAD (36× 36 µm2) with VBD = 22.1
V at room temperature (22

◦
C–24

◦
C). More details about the

SPAD technology can be found in [33].
The extraction of the uncorrelated event rate with the ZPP

method and the digital SiPM architecture with embedded
digital signal processing is presented in section 6.

5.1. TD method

In order to study distinct time delay distributions, the SPAD is
measured at three different temperatures (300 K, 167 K and
87 K) in dark conditions. As the temperature varies, Vov is
maintained at 4 V by adjusting the applied bias according to
the breakdown voltage temperature coefficient of ∼0.1%/K.
The uncorrelated event rates λ and afterpulsing contribution
fAP are extracted from equations (4) and (5) respectively. The
holdoff delay th is 200 ns. Fit limits, represented by arrows on
the x-axis, are placed qualitatively at the inflection point where
counts depart from the exponential distribution.

In figure 6, the uncorrelated event rate of the SPAD
decreases as a function of temperature, ranging from
1048 ± 6 s−1 at 300 K down to 2.29 ± 0.06 s−1 at 87 K.
This leads to the distribution peaks shifting toward higher
time delays and separating from the afterpulsing contribution.

The TD method also highlights the distribution of the traps
lifetime in silicon. At 300 K, afterpulsing events represent 4.3
± 0.4% of the SPAD’s total noise where its time delay distri-
bution extends to∼30µs and overlaps that of the uncorrelated
dark events. At 87 K, thermal noise is reduced significantly
but afterpulsing events represent 34 ± 2% of the total noise.

Figure 6. The effect of temperature on the time delay distributions.
The fit function from equation (4) is represented by the dashed lines.
The extracted uncorrelated event rate (λ) and afterpulsing (fAP) are
shown in table 1. Arrows on the x-axis define the fit limits.

Despite this large contribution to noise, the uncorrelated event
rate can still be adequately extracted because the two distribu-
tions are well defined.

5.1.1. Effect of the holdoff delay on the TD method. Digital
SiPMs offer a unique way to mitigate the contribution of after-
pulsing by controlling the time during which a SPAD is held
off. Depending on the duration of the holdoff delay (th), an
event generated shortly after a previous one will not be detec-
ted because the SPAD is kept below its breakdown voltage.

To showcase this effect, a single SPAD is biased at Vov =
4 V while th varies. A source of light is turned on to reach an
event rate of the order of thousands of counts per second.

Figure 7 shows the suppression of afterpulsing events as
larger holdoff delays are set. At th = 158 ns, the contribution
of afterpulsing to the total noise is almost zero (figure 11(c)).

As long as the holdoff delay is kept below the global max-
imum of the exponential distribution, it is possible for the
TD method to extract λ and fAP. As a general rule for digital
SiPMs, the holdoff delay is chosen to be much shorter than the
average time between two events (th < 1

λ ).
As shown in figure 6 for 167 K and 87 K, a holdoff delay

as long as 100 µs can shadow the contribution of afterpulsing
without affecting the uncorrelated events. However, when the
two contributions overlap (300 K), a holdoff delay larger than
1 µs will suppress part of the uncorrelated event distribution.
The optimal value of the holdoff delay is to be chosen consid-
ering the specific requirements of an application.

5.2. ZPP method

Figure 8 illustrates the effect of the interval width (∆t) on N(k)
histograms computed from a single data set. For a small ∆t,
intervals containmostly zero-photon events. As the∆twidens,
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Figure 7. The capability of the digital SiPM to control the holdoff
delay (th). The time delay distributions are offset to highlight the
effect of the holdoff delay. Dashed lines correspond to the fit of
uncorrelated events (equation (4)).

Figure 8. N(k) histograms computed using various interval widths
(bars). Superimposed are the Poisson probability mass functions for
corresponding µ values (open circles).

more events are included per interval. This shifts the mode of
the distribution to higher k-indices.

Also shown in figure 8 are the theoretical Poisson PMFs
(equation (7)) obtained with the corresponding µ values.

Figure 9. The uncorrelated event rates as a function of the interval
width using the ZPP method. The total count rate (NΣ/TΣ) of each
acquisition is shown as a dashed line.

The pure Poisson distributions exhibit slight differences with
respect to the experimental values that are affected by correl-
ated events.

The construction of N(k) histograms with digital SiPMs
provides very distinct bins. Even with the analog monitor,
there is no ambiguity in defining how many events occurred in
each interval due to the pulses’ steep edges and constant amp-
litude. The determination of N0 and Ntotal is therefore implicit.

With analog SiPMs, similar approaches use the pedes-
tal peak of the charge spectrum to measure N0 [29]. Oth-
ers record 0-event intervals when the noise baseline is meas-
ured [10]. The characterization of analog SiPMs with this
method requires a notably good adjustment of the signal
amplifier because individual SPADs rarely generate the same
amount of charges per event. The 0-event peak must be
separated from higher order peaks, otherwise leading to
increased variability in the determination of a true uncorrelated
event rate.

An important parameter in extracting the uncorrelated event
rate with the ZPP method is the choice of the interval width
(∆t). As shown in figure 8, the average number of events per
interval (µ) changes with ∆t. However, when ∆t is chosen
between the limits described below, values of λ and fAP are
consistent with those obtained using the TD method (section
5.3).

The data sets previously analyzed with the TD method
(figure 6) are now processed with the ZPP method. The res-
ulting uncorrelated event rates are presented in figure 9 as a
function of the interval width. Values of λ and fAP are repor-
ted in table 1 and correspond to an average value calculated on
the plateau region. The plateau region lies between two limits
whose origins are presented in the following.

High interval width limit. The uncorrelated event rate has an
upper limit at large∆t when each interval contains at least one
event (N0 = 0). The value at which this occurs depends on the
event rate (λ) and the total number of samples acquired (Ntotal).
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Table 1. Comparison of the uncorrelated count rate (λ) and
afterpulsing (fAP) extracted with the TD method and the ZPP
method for three temperatures.

Parameters λ (s−1) fAP (%)

Methods TD ZPP TD ZPP

300 K 1048 ± 6 1052 ± 11 4.3 ± 0.4 3 ± 1
167 K 7.7 ± 0.1 7.83 ± 0.04 4.7 ± 0.9 3.7 ± 0.5
87 K 2.29 ± 0.06 2.24 ± 0.01 34 ± 2 34.4 ± 0.3

Following [34, section 7.4.1.] and setting a confidence level of
95%, the high limit is given by

λ∆t> ln

(
Ntotal

3

)
. (14)

It is represented in figure 9 by the oblique lines on the right-
hand side of the graph.

Also seen on figure 9 is the count rate rolling off near the
high limit. It starts to move away from the constant plateau
region when the interval width becomes greater than the aver-
age uncorrelated event rate. That is, the probability of finding
empty intervals rapidly reduces until N0 = 0. Practically, the
plateau region high limit rather becomes

∆t> 1/λ. (15)

Low interval width limit. The uncorrelated event rate has a
lower limit at small ∆t when all intervals contain no events
(N0 = Ntotal). It is defined by the following inequality [34]:

λ∆t<−ln

(
1− 3

Ntotal

)
. (16)

However, in the case of the ZPPmethod depicted in this sec-
tion, N0 never reaches Ntotal because the intervals are always
contiguous in time and they sample the whole waveform. N0

will be atmost equal to (Ntotal −Nevent). This happenswhen the
∆t is smaller than th as the waveform is completely discretized
and each event is contained in an independent interval. At that
moment, the extracted λ values correspond to the acquisition’s
total count rate (NΣ/TΣ), that is, not free from the contribution
of correlated events.

The plateau region is rather reached when the majority of
afterpulsing events are included in an interval containing at
least one primary event. Indeed, from the time delay distri-
butions in figure 6, the afterpulsing lifetime extends up to
∼30µs. Consequently, at a similar interval width, the plateau
region is reached in figure 9 using the ZPP method. The count
rate departing from the plateau region toward NΣ/TΣ at small
∆t is referred to as correlated event mixing.

5.2.1. Effect of the holdoff delay on the ZPP method. The
data set previously analyzed with the TD method (figure 7) is
now processed with the ZPPmethod and is shown in figure 10.
The extracted λ and fAP are shown in figure 11.

Figure 10. Effect of the holdoff delay on the count rate as a
function of interval width using the ZPP method. The constant
plateau region is affected by correlated event mixing for th < 88 ns
and by the holdoff delay damping for th > 2.3 µs.

Figure 11. Comparison of the uncorrelated count rate (λ) and
afterpulsing (fAP) extracted with the TD method and the ZPP
method as a function of the holdoff delay (th).

For small holdoff delays (th < 88 ns), the count rate departs
from the plateau region at small interval widths due to correl-
ated event mixing. A higher contribution of afterpulses inher-
ently limits the plateau region to high interval widths.

For th ∼ 113 ns, the plateau region spans over the entire
interval widths range. The acquisition’s total count rate
(NΣ/TΣ) matches with the uncorrelated count rate (λ) as after-
pulsing events are mostly shadowed by the holdoff delays.
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For large holdoff delays (th > 2.3 µs), the count rate is
damped to NΣ/TΣ at small interval widths. The premature
masking of intervals by a holdoff delay of similar width artifi-
cially increases the number of intervals containing zero events
(N0) and thus lowers the count rate. As ∆t is made larger, the
holdoff delay following each event becomes less significant
and the plateau region is eventually reached. Thus, true values
of λ are achieved only when the interval width is larger than
the holdoff delay (∆t> th).

5.3. Comparison of the TD method and the ZPP method

Table 1 compares λ and fAP obtained with the TD method
and the ZPP method from figures 6 and 9 respectively. Both
methods lead to compatible results within their respective error
bars. The differences highlight the uncertainty in the definition
of an accurate fit limit for the TDmethod and a precise plateau
region for the ZPP method.

A benefit of the TD method lies in the fact that correlated
event lifetimes can be measured. In SiPMs, the TD method
also allows the study of the correlated noise origins through a
two-dimensional histogram with the pulse amplitude inform-
ation [10, 35].

Figure 11 compares λ and fAP as a function of the holdoff
delay for both methods. For th ranging from 53 ns to 11.7 µs, a
spread of about 5% is observed in the uncorrelated event rates
while error bars remain under 0.4% for each data point. The
variation in absolute values of λ in figure 11(a) is believed
to come from faint light fluctuations between the different
acquisitions.

In figure 11(b), values of λ for the ZPP method are nor-
malized point by point with respect to the TD method to bet-
ter show the relative deviation between the two methods and
to circumvent variations of possible light fluctuation between
acquisitions.

In figure 11(c), the afterpulsing decreases as a function of
the holdoff delay. Once again, the differences between the TD
method and ZPP method can be associated with the position-
ing of the fit limit and selection of the plateau region. While
no values of λ and fAP are estimated for th = 11.5 µs with the
ZPP method (because of the lack of a plateau region), the TD
method succeeds in fitting all the TD distributions of figure 7.

6. ZPP method implemented in the digital SiPM
with embedded signal processing

The ZPP method was implemented inside the digital SiPM
of section 2.2 using a time-driven event counter. Figure 12
presents λ as a function of ∆t for a subset of 4 SPADs while
the remaining SPADs of the array are turned off. SPADs are
biased at an overvoltage of 0.5 V. A total of 105 intervals
(Ntotal) are acquired for each SPAD. A period of 1 ms elapses
between consecutive intervals. The holdoff delay is set to
20 ns.

The uncorrelated event rate of each SPAD follows the dis-
tinctive behavior of the plateau region at large interval widths
as observed previously with the analog monitor architecture. It

Figure 12. Uncorrelated event rate as a function of the interval time
width for a 1× 4 SPAD subset of the digital SiPM acquired with an
embedded time-driven event counter.

is limited at small interval widths by the holdoff delay damp-
ing and at large interval widths by Ntotal.

The uncorrelated event rates greatly differ from one SPAD
to another, ranging from (323± 3)× 103 s−1 to (865±
7)× 103 s−1. A high variation in dark noise rate is typ-
ical for SPADs fabricated in high density CMOS technology
because the silicon surface and wells contain a high dens-
ity of defects. Despite a high dark noise rate at room tem-
perature, they have one of the highest single photon timing
resolutions ever reported [22].

In figure 12, the SiPM-like curve represents the 4 SPADs
treated as a small SiPM. That is, the ZPP method was per-
formed on the sum of their signals within the readout ASIC.
As in an analog SiPM, where the SPADs’ individual addresses
are not available, it is the sum of all events from intervals recor-
ded during the same acquisition frame.

In contrast, the Sum of λ curve corresponds to the sum of all
SPAD’s individual uncorrelated event rates. Unlike the SiPM-
like curve that departs from the plateau region near the high
∆t limit, the sum of each individual λ circumvent the limit
imposed by Ntotal. Indeed, as λ increases (with over voltage
for example) or as more SPADs are turned on, intervals of the
SiPM are filled quickly and reach a point where they all con-
tain at least one event (N0 = 0). This limits the total uncor-
related event rate that can be computed with the ZPP method
if only the signal of the whole SiPM is available. Record-
ing more intervals (higher Ntotal) becomes a time-consuming
solution.

In this case, having access to SPAD addresses allows the
characterization of individual SPAD’s event rates and provides
an estimation of the overall SiPM’s uncorrelated event rate not
limited by an excess number of intervals with more than one
event or by noisy SPADs. Also, the interval width can be set
larger when a SPAD is characterized individually as it is more
likely to observe 0-event intervals than a full SiPM. Still, the
characterization of large analog SiPMs using the ZPP method
can be achieved with proper conditioning [10].
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The TD method could also be implemented using on-chip
TDCswhere event time-stamping is implicit. However, sorting
and fitting the time delays would be done offline considering
the space needed to implement such modules inside a digital
SiPM. By requiring only the count of empty intervals N0 and
the total number of intervals acquired Ntotal, the ZPP method
is faster and more practical to implement on-chip for the char-
acterization of the digital SiPM with embedded digital signal
processing.

7. Conclusion

This paper reviews two characterization methods used to
measure the uncorrelated event rate of digital SiPMs. The TD
method and the ZPP method give similar results in identifying
and correctly estimating the contribution of correlated events
such as afterpulsing.

We provide guidelines to select the interval width for the
ZPP method considering the holdoff delay and the event rate.
For the TD method, we adapt the fitting procedure to consider
the holdoff delay explicitly.

The two methods are tested on the digital SiPM with the
analog monitor architecture. For both methods, reliable values
of the uncorrelated event rate for single SPAD are obtained.
We also demonstrate that the holdoff delay can filter out all
or part of the afterpulsing contribution. The measurement of
count rates free from correlated noise shows that the overes-
timation of the PDE can be avoided in digital SiPMs.

As a step forward, the ZPP method using a time-driven
sampling procedure is successfully implemented inside the
digital SiPM with embedded signal processing. Such an
achievement is of high importance in the development of fully
digital SiPMs. Indeed, while digital SiPMs benefit from on-
chip processing, access to low-level parameters such as the
noise rate is critical to a complete and proper characterization
but not necessarily in the form of an analog signal.
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